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Organic Shapes the Easy Way:
Direct Modeling in Fusion 360
Alex Lobos & David Villarreal - Rochester Institute of Technology

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand the benefits of Fusion 360 software’s direct modeling environment,
named Sculpt.
Learn innovative modeling methods that take advantage of T-Splines geometries.
Learn how to generate and explore complex organic shapes with good surface
quality.
Learn how to integrate workflows that maximize form development and visualization
of design concepts.

Class description
Fusion 360 3D CAD/CAM software offers several modeling environments for different types of
modeling, from technical details to organic surfaces. This class will explore methods for
modeling complex shapes in a simple, efficient, and direct workflow by taking advantage of TSplines geometry. This approach is useful for concept development in product design, where
designers and engineers can take advantage of CAD software to explore potential shapes for
attractive and dynamic consumer products.

Speakers
Alex is an industrial designer and educator, focusing in sustainable design, emotional attachment, and
CAD applications. He is an Expert Elite for Fusion 360, AU Featured Speaker, member of Autodesk
University’s Advisory Council, and recipient of Fusion 360’s Education Award. He has collaborated with
Autodesk since 2011 on research projects and teaching methods for design, engineering and
sustainability. Alex is an Associate Professor and Director of the Industrial Design graduate program at
Rochester Institute of Technology, in upstate New York. His research has been sponsored by companies
such as Autodesk, AT&T, Colgate-Palmolive, General Electric, Kraft, Staples and Unilever. More
information on Alex’s research, students’ and professional work can be found at: http://cias.rit.edu/facultystaff/154
Hey I'm Dave! I am a student of the Graduate Industrial Design program at the Rochester Institute of
Technology focusing on sustainable product design practices utilizing generative design techniques in
conjunction with Fusion360. My previous Education relates to image processing and camera engineering.
Prior to graduate school I worked for a Ski Film company based out of Jackson, WY. I am a purveyor of
hot coffee, a weekend grease monkey, lover of vintage motorcycles, and avid snowboarder.
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T-splines modeling overview
T-Splines modeling allows the creation of complex shapes while maintaining a simple geometry.
Typical NURBS-based models tend to add faces and points throughout the entire model as the
shape of the model grows in complexity. T-Splines, in contrast, allow for surface complexity to
be added only where necessary, resulting in significantly less faces. This helps in maintaining a
clean surface quality and adding details with more precision and ease. Additionally, it allows for
edits to happen more spontaneously, since it’s easier to react to how the geometry changes as
the design evolves. T-Splines are based on T-points that divide vertices and edges only at
individual points by using partial isoparms (Figure 1). These partial isoparms subdivide surfaces
in specific regions, instead of throughout an entire body. Partial isoparms allow for complex
shapes while maintaining a simple geometry. This results in faces with different attributes
coexisting in the same body.

Figure 1: Body with partial isoparms.
.

Multiple approaches for T-Splines modeling
One of the most powerful benefits of T-Splines modeling is its ability to generate complex
geometry while maintaining surface continuity. In traditional CAD, this process requires a lot of
planning and use of multiple sketches in order to define how bodies and surfaces will expand in
space. T-Splines modeling allows to by-pass most of the preparatory sketches and users can
jump directly into creating primitive bodies that can be edited easily in order to develop more
complex shapes. This process is more fluid and intuitive, and its commonly referred to as “direct
modeling”. The best way that this can be described is as modeling in “real time”, where changes
to the geometry happen as the user edits components, instead of setting parameters first
(without the geometry changing) and then letting the program compute the feature. This process
is slow and implies a lot of back and forth between the parameters defined and the end result.
Direct modeling in Fusion 360 happens in the “Sculpt” environment. Two typical workflows for
generating geometry are:

Manual Modeling
This process involves users selecting specific components of a body (like vertices, faces or
edges) and manipulating them directly to alter their shape, location or scale. In addition, users
can also add new geometry off the components that they have selected. This process is very
powerful for transforming geometry. Figure 2 illustrates the progression of a primitive body
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(quadball) into a more complex shape, starting with editing existing shapes and then extruding
additional geometry from existing faces.

Figure 2: A primitive body can be easily edited using “edit form”.

Automatic Modeling
This process focuses more in connecting specific geometries. Instead of generating new
components directly, users select components (typically faces) in different bodies to be
connected with new segments. While there is some level of control in how these faces will be
connected, most of the modelling is left to Fusion 360. Figure 3 illustrates how two bodies are
linked together via the feature “Bridge”. Depending on how Bridge is used, the result can be part
of a design intent of achieving complex shapes without having to involve multiple steps from the
user. This automatization of geometry generation and collaboration between the user and the
software is the foundation for Generative Design.

Figure 3: Bodies can be connected together using features such as “Bridge”.
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For additional examples of modeling techniques, refer to the Autodesk University class:
“Unleashing the Power of Fusion 360 in Product Design” (http://au.autodesk.com/auonline/classes-on-demand/class-catalog/classes/year-2013/fusion-360/ma1530 ).

Modeling more than fluffy clouds
There is a common misconception that Fusion 360’s Sculpt environment is good only for
generating organic, amorphous shapes, with limited definition. While this environment is ideal
for generating shapes that are not geometric and regular, users shouldn’t assume that they
have to give up control of the shapes that they generate and of details that can be added to their
models. Figure 4 illustrates how a simple Bridge can be refined further, in this case by removing
unnecessary edges and also by adding sharper edges via the feature “Crease”.

Figure 4: Refinement of a body by removing edges and adding creases.

Going from initial concepts into fabrication
Once you are happy with your design in the sculpt environment, you may be asking yourself,
“well this is great, but what can I do with it? How can I translate what I see in fusion into a real
context without being a master craftsman or having access to expensive complex equipment.”
With a little math, brainstorming and Fusion360’s CAM modeling platform, you can actually
transform that complex organic shape into a real-life object. You will need access to a few tools
though.

Game Plan
Before you can attempt to decipher how your project will be made you must first understand all
the tools and manufacturing capabilities that fusion employs. There are several ways fusion can
take you from point A to B in a design to manufacture environment. These include, but are not
limited to CAM modeling for CNC milling machines, CAM modeling for CNC plasma cutters,
Cam for 3D printing, lathe etc. You have to know your material and your tools in order to
employ the right solution for your problem. Time, Cost, and available tools all play a factor in
this context. For our design given our timeframe and material we decided to use a CNC mill
and wood (maple) for our final product.
.
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Figure 5: Tooling Path CNC.

CAM for CNC Milling Overview
Computer aided manufacture was helpful in this exercise as it would be the fastest and easiest
way for us to test our concept. Once considered a complex and esoteric way to manufacture,
CAM modeling was only feasible in high end aerospace and automotive manufacturing. Today
with the right tools any do-it-yourselfer can accomplish complex shape generation with a little
time, money, and ingenuity. The CNC we will be using is a ShopBot Buddy with 2 phase
Oriental Company Router. This model ShopBot and router combination is equipped to cut
anything from foam, wood, to most plastics. It is a 3 axis machine whose router can only move
in the X,Y and Z direction. This means that our model cannot be milled as one single part or
component file and must be split up accordingly. This adds a little more complexity, but with
some brainstorming fusion 360 makes it easy to split up your model into separate components.
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Figure 6: (Left) Foam stock cut to specific size and double sided tape placed for adhesion to
table. (Right) First side of two part test piece cut via CNC.

Step-by-step example: Lamp
In order to illustrate the concepts described above, a step-by-step example of a floor lamp is
used. The lamp was chosen as a strong example of automatic modeling in Sculpt environment.
The workflow involves creating primitive bodies (in this case Torus’s) that are then connected
via the feature “Bridge”. By doing this, resulting geometry takes full advantage of how Fusion
360 creates continuous geometry. Additional steps help to further define the geometry. The final
result illustrates an effective workflow for generative design while also maintaining a simple
design that can be fabricated with little effort and editing.
The renderings below illustrate the final design intent for the lamp, allowing for designers to
communicate effectively their concepts and intended results for a given project. These
renderings were also done in Fusion 360. For more details on rendering techniques, please
refer to the Autodesk University class: “It’s All in the Details: T-Splines Modeling and
Photorealistic Rendering in Fusion 360” ( http://au.autodesk.com/au-online/classes-ondemand/class-catalog/classes/year-2016/fusion-360/pd17798 ).
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Two-Part Mold for CNC
The complexity of our shape and equipment constraints also make it necessary to use a twopart mold or two-part milling application to achieve our desired results. A two-part mold in this
context is essentially milling one side of a component to specific depth then flipping that
component over, while being sure to maintain its orientation, and milling the other side
accordingly. It takes a good amount of pre-planning ahead of time, but if you take the time to
understand the component you need to cut, it will make the hand finishing steps much easier for
you down the line. There are several techniques you can use to make a two-part mold, which
include the pin method, the use of a vacuum table, setting up a vice, or simply using double
sided tape. A vacuum table in this application would be ideal, but given that we do not have a
vacuum setup at our disposal we found that the use of double sided tape to adhere our design
to the table would be sufficient.
By splitting our design up into multiple components we were able to refine a platform to
maximize time and minimize the amount of material required to achieve a real world result very
similar to the design below.
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Modeling the lamp
Step 1:
Create Base

Open Fusion 360.
Go to: Create > Create
form. This changes the
workspace to Sculpt.
Go to: Create > Torus and
use settings shown to the
right, including diameter,
number of faces, and
circular symmetry with 3
faces.
Go to: Modify > Insert
Edge. Double-click on one
of the vertical edges to
select the entire segment,
and insert an edge, using
the settings shown to the
right.

Insert a second Edge in
the segment that was not
divided, using the settings
shown to the right.

Go to: Modify > Edit Form.
Select the entire Torus
and scale vertically down
to 0.50.
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Step 2: Copy
base for mid
and top
sections

Go to: Modify >
Move/Copy.
Select the Torus.
In the Move/Copy panel,
check “Create Copy”.
Use the Orbit’s up arrow to
make a copy 1000mm
above the original Torus.
Repeat the operation to
place a second copy,
1300mm above the
original.

Step 3: Scale
mid and top
sections

Go to: Modify > Edit Form.
Select the entire top Torus
and scale uniformly down
to 0.60.
Now select the entire
middle Torus and scale
uniformly down to 0.60.
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Step 4:
Connect all
three bodies

Go to Modify > Bridge.
In the bottom body, select
four faces in the
upper/outer sides, and
between the symmetry
lines.
In the middle body, select
four corresponding faces
in the lower/outer sides,
and between the
symmetry lines.
Set the number of faces to
5.

Go to Modify > Bridge.
In the middle body, select
two adjacent faces that
were not used for the
previous bridge, in the
upper/outer sides.
In the upper body, select
the two corresponding, in
the lower/outer sides.
Set the number of faces to
3.
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Step 5:
Refining the
sides

While pressing the “shift”
key, double click on the
segments highlithed to the
right, then press “del” key
to delete them.

Go to Modify > Edit Form.
Select the remaining lower
segment, and scale it
down uniformly to 0.30.
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Step 6:
Thickening
the center

Go to Modify > Insert
Edge.
In the middle section,
select the inner middle
edge and insert edges in
both top and bottom
directions.

Go to Modify > Edit Form
and move/scale the three
edges in order to add
thickness and height to
these sections. This
portion will be used for
housing the lamp fixture.

Step 7:
Sharpening
edges

Go to Modify > Crease.
Select the outer edges of
the openings of the lamp.
You’ll notice how the
geometry sharpens as
each section is added to
the selection.
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Step 8:
Finish form

Click on “Finish Form” to
exit Sculpt environment
and convert the body into
a solid model.

Step 9:
Add fillets

Make sure that you are in
MODEL environment.
Go to Modify > Fillet
Select one of the edges
and make sure that the
“Target Chain” box is
selected. Set the
dimension to 2mm.
Since the edges of the
body are all connected,
selecting only one edge
show be enough to add
fillets to all outer edges of
the lamp.
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Step 10:
Edit the TSplines
model

Look for the timeline in the
bottom of the workspace.
Find the purple box icon
(which marks the creation
of the T-Splines body),
right-click and select
“Edit”.

Make sure that you are in
SCULPT MODE.
Go to Modify > Edit Form
Select a part of the body to
further edit. In this case
the image is showing how
the circle in the middle of
the lamp is being edit in
order to fit better the
lighting housing.
When finish editing, press
“Finish Form” to go back to
Model environment. The
geometry should update
automatically.

Preparing the lamp for fabrication (CAD > CAM)
Step 11:
Divide and
Conquer

Split the mold up into
different components
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Next, Create duplicate files
of each component

Step 12:
Bring
Component
into Cam
Modeling
environment

Setup stock (material)
dimensions for each
component and where to
initiate cut on each side
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Save your file. You will
have 2 files for each part.
One file per side.
Be sure to leave enough
stock on the sides to allow
sufficient surface area for
double sided tape when you
flip the part over
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Step 13:
Toolpath
Setup

Setup roughing and
finishing paths for each
component using the 3D cut
tool.
Pocket clearing was used in
our application with parallel
cuts for finishing.
Set your tool. Spindle
speed depth of cut,
boundary to cut around
(geometry), other
refinements for milling.

Simulate. Run a simulation
ensure there are no errors
or potential problems that
could arise during the
milling process

Step 14:
Post
process gcode files
for use with
shopbot
software.

When you are confident that
there are no potential errors
and fusion has given you
the green light. Package
your g-code for the CNC
software you will use.
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SHOPBOT CNC MILLING FABRICATION (brief overview)
Step 15:
Bring all
parts files
into
computer
and prepare
material for
milling

Once you have set up your
stock material to the
dimensions you preset in
your files load your parts
files into the CNC machine
setup you will be using.

ShopBot software setup for
first component
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Step 16: Fix
part to the
table using
double
sided tape.
Zero the
ShopBot
CNC and
allow it to
run.
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Step 17:
Flip
Component

Once the CNC has
finished, gently remove
the stock from the
table. Lay the double
sided tape on the
leftover flat surface
stock on the milled side
then flip the component
being sure that the
correct orientation is
maintained. Again, you
want to be sure that
your stock is lined up
and squared close to if
not perfect as this will
determine the accuracy
of your cut when you
flip your part.

Step 18:
Run Second
Side

Now run the opposite
side part file for the
CNC and mill out this
side of your part.
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Step 19:
Once the job
has
completed
for your
component
remove the
part from
the table
and perform
hand
finishing as
needed.

Repeat steps 14-18 for
each component you set
up.
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Overall CAM to CNC Process
This was a relatively new process for us and the shape determined how we attempted
to manufacture the piece. Many test pieces were cut out of foam and MDF first to
determine the best kind of 3D milling applications we would use. We played around
with Pocket Clearing, Adaptive Clearing, Contouring, and parallel tooling paths before
we decided on Pocket Clearing and parallel finishing. Running these tests ultimately
made our lives a little easier when it came to finishing the piece by hand.

Time was also a huge factor as it took lots of time and stock initially to cut certain
components, like each leg. Initially, we split the piece up into 8 components, but these
were taking too much machine time, so we were able to consolidate our model down to
5 separate parts with 3 different component files before entering the CAM environment.
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By first testing our parts files in foam we were able to run the machine at a higher speed
to maximize time and see if we would even be successful at our first attempts flipping.
Foam is cheap and made up the bulk of our trial and error.
We moved on to MDF in order to make refinements to our part files and cut the least
amount of material as possible in preparation for the final wood model. Here we played
with how much ancillary stock we would actually need to keep the piece grounded to the
table after the flip and how we could orient the piece ahead of time in the CAM
environment to reduce the amount of stock required. Less material = Less time, less
money, and reduced waste.
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Once we were happy with our MDF results and a hand finishing strategy was in place,
we could take our streamlined approach and apply it to the wood lamp model.
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